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Introduction \:\s, 4,

This paper concerns the 'content of the instruction presented to a student either by an

intelligent tutoring system or by some conventional text, such as a textbook' or ..a computer

user's manual (which. is the kivid of text we have recently been most involved With). To state

the question directly: when the goal is to design instructional material for skill learging,

how much instruction should be provided -afid just what must it consist Of? Our goal in

attempting to answer this question is to develop guidelines for' designers of edocatidonal

software and writer of instructional texts. guidelines that reflect cognitive science research

into what in iruction students need rn order to learn a skill.

Writers and instructional designers wOo are concerned about this issue have tended' to

fall into two 'quite distinct camOs the "expounders,'' who believe 'that instruction should be

as complete and as explicit as possible, and the "minimalists," who believe that instruction

should above all be brief and should leave ..much to the learner's own -.exploration. The fact

is that , both points of view have some merit aokl both are backed up by some .experimental

research. So the instructional designer is still left the lOrch: when do you expound and

when do you- minimize? What we 'Plan to do in this ,paper is ,first to outline each of these
. .

two positions and the suppOrtthat has been mustered for them. Then we will try to resolve

the conflict of the two positions by describing .the conditions under which more or less

instruction seems to be needed.

TheCase for the ExpOUnders

The expounders' view- is ,the vore traditional:" an 'instructional text for novice learners.

should be as complete as possible; it should assume little if any prior knowledge and should

provide detailed exposition of all releva,nt points' This point of view is-held' by writers of both

textbooks and computer manuals. Fio'bert Tausworthe, for example. outlines several levels of

detail for documenting computer software The highest. level of detail is called for in what

he labels ^lass A documentation," which he describes as follows

"Class A documentation is the most detailed; it contains specific definitions and
detailed descriptions 'of every significant factorior item within ttie software
specification This level of detail probably finds its most al7)licability in user

manuals, and rightly So: The writer of a user manual is gk) erally unavailable for
consultation, so the user needs the extra detail." [Tau &orthe (19.79)., pp.

158-15911

Some designers of intelligent tutoring systems held a. similar view: Since students
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. become frustrated by repeated .early failures, tutoring ,systems should be designed to protect
l ,.

students initially from committing tool! Many errors. Designing, such systems involVes both

organizin the material, skillfully and, presenting more explicit instruction, especiAlly in the

atearly st es.
- .

Recently, we did some experimental studies that produced evidence supporting the

expounder's case 1Reder, Charney & Morgan. 1984). We welled two versions of a

computer users manual which taught novices a basic set of commands for the operating

-system 4' the IBM Personal Computer. One version of the manual tWAs fully elaborated

with definitions, analogies, examples, metaStatements about the tekt's organization, a9d so

on. The second version of the manual was about onerthird .as long (3500 words as

opposed to 11,000),' and omit all of thbse elaborations. 'Figurt 1 illustrates the .differences

. between the two versions with si -by -side excerpts.

In our experiment, we brought in 40 inexperienced computer users, gave them one of.

the two manuals to read, and then took ,away- the manual and 'asked them to perform some

tasks on the computer. In addition to varying the amount of elaboration in the manuals, we

also designed our experiment to recreate two comm n learning situations. Sometimes

people have specific goals. in mind and turn. to inst ctional materials to find information

relevant to those goals. At other times, people come to learn a new skill with only a.

,
general idea of how they will .* make use of what they learn. We 'Simulated these two

e
learning conditions by. giving half of our subjects advance information about the tasks they

were going to perform. These subjects would then read the manual with the 'specific tasks

in mind.

. ,

So the basic design of the experiment was as follows. We divided our subjects into two

groups 'Subjects in the "Before" group read the instructions for the tasks they would' be

expected to do on the computer before they read the user's manuar'Sublects in the ItAfter".

group were simply told that the tasks would call on information in the/ Manual. they saw the

instructions for the .tasks only after 'they finished reading the 'manual. Withiri:these two

groups, half of the subjects read the etaborated manual and half the unelaborated manual.

Subjects were givip 45 minutes to read their version of the manual and we're told that the

manual would not be available to them after the reading period was 'over. After the

subjects read the manual, they were asked td carry out the tasks on the computer!

4
renaming files, creating' subdirectOries, copying and deleting Miles, and so on. (The exact list

.



ol tasks is found in Figure 2):.. As the subjects worked, the computer kept a record of

.every command they typed and the time at which itIas entered. The measures of how wfyil

subjects performed were whether they were able to do the tasks and' how efficiently ,they

worked (i.e., how much time they took and how many commands they had to .iss to the

computer).

The results showed very different trends for, the Before. and After groups The Before

group. the subjects who had specific tasks in mind when they read' the manual, performed,

much more . efficiently, with the short. unelaborated version of the manual. On the other

hand, the After group, performed much better with the longer, elaborated manual. Figure 3
. .

shows this pattern for are average number of commands subjects issued to complete the

tasks.`-

Even though we found the shorter, unelaborate( manual to work. better. for. the Before

group, the results in general support the expounde 's case. As writers ofiinstru4tional texts,

we can't assume that all learners will come in with uch clearly defined goals as the Before

group .subjects. In. fact, . the subjects who read the unelaborated manual twithout having

specific goals in mind consistently had the worst .performance.- On balance, these learners

seemed more greatly impeded by under-elabOrated texts than the more directed learners

were by the over-elaborated . version. So it seems advisable to play it safe and provide

elaborated instruction II learners.

Our study. then, provides some _support for the traditional view that instcue4ion should be1.

complete and explicit. However, tour experiment bade one crucial simplifying ' assumption

that does not seem to hold good in the real world. We ensured that our subjects would sit

down and read through the manual before they began work on. the computer. The fragility

of this assumption is where e Minimalists begin their case.

The Case for the Minimalists

Observation of learners actually using instructional texts such 46 computer manuals( shows

that they are often quite unwillin t9 read instructional tnformatlCon, even when the relevant

passage is easy to locate.' TI4 y prefer to figure thing's out on their own, or to ask

'someone (cf. Wright, 1983: SChare ,,-1984: Carroll, 1984). John Anderspn (Pirolli & Anderson.

1984) has observed that even when Jearners de read the text, they seem to use relatively

little of this information during task performance. From this point of view, 'providing complete
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and detailed instruction is of little. practicfl u,e to the learner.

Designers of so-called , "minimalist training materials" procped on the assumption-. that '
.

.

willingness to read a manual is inversely related to the manual's length,. that people if

general want to start doing things instead of reading about them and that therefore,
4

instructional material's should actively encourage' disco ry learning by 'providing 'as little prose

as. possible. As Joith Carroll (liJ84) describes it: "The first principle of Minimalist design is

tO slash the verbiage; that's where .the name comes from (i.e., less to read i: can mean

better training)." He put this principle into practice in a tutorial manual for a commercial. /
word processing system (the IBM Displaywriter System) and prbduced a revis,ed manual that

. . .
was one-fourth the length of the original. Carroll's principles for shortening the \menu.

included two' major steps. First. he slashed everything he considered irrelevant to the task

at hand,

"....eliminating all repetition, all summaries, reviews, and practice' exercises, the
ind6, ant tote troubleshooting 'appendix, ...All material not related to doing 9ffice
work was eliminated or radically cut down (t)ie welcome to word prodessing,
overview, descriptions of Ne system status f line, details on the system
components .., etc.)." (p.5)

Carroll's second step was to take What was left, the :relevant information, and delete

parts that he believed learners would be, able to learn on their own.

"Procedural details were deliberately specified incompletely to encourage learners
to t ecome mdre, exploratory, and therefore, we hoped. more highly motivated and

volved in the learning activity (e.g. tile, function of the cursor step-keys was
int duced with an invitation to 'Try them and see.')" (Carroll p.6)3

Carroll's manual was 4torial in the sense that. readers 'were expected to try thins out

.4 they read about them Carroll favid that after working through his, minimal ver on of

the manual: people learned the same basic information more quickly. than people who used

the 'commercially developed version of the manual Furthermore. when Carroll's subjects

went on to 'study more advanced topics, they learned more new techhiques more quickly.. if

theirs initial training had been conducted with the minimalist Tater-la's. While Carroll himself

admits that these initial efforts at designing. minimalist materials hive been exploratory (e g.,

as a result of the testing, he found he had to puts back some explanatory sections as well

as some procedures that subjects actually couldn't figure out on their own), Carroll's findings

in the .main support the minimalist position. having less to read leads to equivalent or better

learning at a faster overall rate."
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Resolving the Gontfadiction 4

So Pere' we have two seemingly contradictory positions, each with experimental evidence

. to back it up. 10 might seem tempting at this point to conclude that experimental data are

Ituseless for. resolving writing controversies. However, being madp bf sterner stuff, we

propose to resolve the contradiction by restating the problem from "a new pgrspective. The
'

mistake that both expounders aid minimalists often Make is to focus on length per se (or

degree of detail) as the critical issue l.):ngth is riot really the ,issue The expounders goal

is net to write the longest text possible: they in fact try to produce texts that are. as

concise and relevant as possible. given what tbpic's must be covered. In an important

respect. the minimalists try to do exactly the same thing. Obv)ously, the difference .lies

what they consider this relevant. essential information to be.

Our position. is quite simple: when you teach a skill, you have to convey information of:

various kinds. Some hinds of information should be elaborated with iflUstrative examples and

details, other kinds do not require such a lengthy tr'eatment.5 If we are right, then the

expounders, are including irrelevant inforMatitin by giving detailed treatment to all iporetts and.

not just the ones that need it .6 Conversely. the minimalists may be 4underspecifying some

points when learners would .benefit 'greatly from more elaboration

Our more recent work 4nd Charney's dissertation research investigate two concerns: (`1)

in what kinds. of learning situations do learners_ benefit from paving more detailed information

and (2) what kinds of .information .need such elaboration? Each of these questions adds, an

important dimension to the question of instructional content. In ,this section. we will discust

each of these dimensions, starting with the second: what kinds of information are involved in

skill leaining and should some receive more elaboration than others?

!
Kinds of information

We believe that good skill performance on a novel task requires four things:

1. AppreCiating the meaning of novel concepts and procedures. For example, in

learning to use an IBM Personal. Computer', one might be pitroduced to special
function keys that allow the user to edit and ,re- execute a command that was
issued previously, without retyping the command. Tie learner has. to appreciate
the -concept of reissuing a command, as well as learning tete specific functions
of each of. the special 'keys.

2, Remembering to use the procedure. "KnOwing" at some level that such function
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keys exist does not mean that the user will remember to use them. at the
appropriate time rather than retyping the command.

3. Selecting the most appropriate procedure' for the situation at hand. Even if

learners do remember the function keys in Lime, the. situation may allow
alternative combinations 4. the keys to be used. At this point, learners have to
know enough to'choose among the options intelligently.

Remembering the. exact reqUirements of the procedure and understanding how to
WIN! them in a specific situation Once the' learner has decided to use a
procedure( he or she Must know how to execute it correctly. For 'example.
where must the cursor be positioned') Is pressing the fiinction key enough or
'must you also type a cam e return? .

4.

Elaborations in., the text may touch on any of these topics., thee basic concepts. whey

they are relevant and how one applies them 'For example, when. the goal of a task does

not exactly match the *function of any knowp procedure. 'a subject with deeper understar ing

of the function of each individual procedure may more easily construct an effedtive

combination. Elaborations about what conditions affect the usefulnesS of a procedure can

help subjects plan out 'more efficient sequences Of actions. Finally, supplementing a general.

syntactic rule for a , computer command with specific .examples can help subjects set more

'specific:standards for what their awn commands must look Itke.

In our first experiment, we used m4nuals that either elaborated on all of these points or

dr-1 none of them. However. not all types of inforMation may need the elaboration. We .

tested this possibility by intuitively tlassifing the elaborations in our manuarinto two groups.
ob-_

ElaboratiMs were classified as "conceptual" if they concerned basic concepts, such as the
'4

purpose of a command or when to use it. That is, .these elaborations dealt with any of the

first three types of information described above. kelab ations were classed As "procedural"

if they concerned- the fourth type of information how to issue commands correctly (e.g..

examples of commands, details about natation Conventions. etc ) Four- versions of the

manual were then produced: on contained both conceptual and procedural elaborations, one

contained neither type, one co tained just the- conceptual elaborations and one just the

procedural 'ones. In this way we could tell whether the. advantage we found for the

elaborated manual in our first experiment was due to the conceptual elaborations. the

procedural elaborations, or both,

This . experiment was Conducted in a very similar, fashion to the first experiment. except

that no .subjects were given advance information about the tasks they would. perform. SO all

8

rr .;



subjects started by reading one version of the manual. Then the manual wifs removed, and

subjects performed -a set of tasks on the computer. This time, our subjects included

novice computer Users and 40 experienced computer'; users, none of whom had ever u*sed

'an 'IBM-PC We expected that the novices might need lelaboratiOns of bOth kinds, while the

experienced compute4 users (who were afready. jamiliar with basic _computer concepts) might

only need the procedural elaborations.

. We found that regardleSs of previous computer experience. subjects who had read thp
A

manuals 'containing procedural elaborations were by far the most efficient al task

\ performance. The conceptual' elabdratfons seemed to have no effect whatsoever: having

the conceptual elaborations alpne produced performance no better than having no

elaborations- at all, and adding me c6nceptual elaborations to the procedural elaborations

was equivalent to having the procedural elaborations alone. Figure 4 shows .this pattern,

again for the number of commands ,subjects issued to complete the tasks.
,

's
This experiment provides striking evidence Mat. user's manuals need ',procedural

elaborations: -both experienced and novice computer users learn_ better with them than

thout them. The finding that the conceptual elaborations were useless even for the novice
. .

computer users is. a bit surprising. Charriefs dissert/fion research follows up on this result

by separating out the various types of in(rmation we had lumped together as "conceptual!"

In particular, she is looking at how peOple decide. when 4! use -one procedure rather than

another. Certain kinds of conceptual information may play a large role 'in this kind of

de ion and may very well work better 'with elaboration.

The important conclusion to, draw from this study 'rs that .we . should not try to adopt a

. uniform level of detail for every aspect of an, inSttuctional text. -It seems possible to sort

out. different kinds of information' that wail best with different degrees of exposition. :11

wed be a 'mistake, however, to conclude that certain types of information aMays need a

Certain level of detail. The studie§_, described above ail, dealt with a particular kind of skilh

learning situation,' learning to .use a computer system. If we consider Oat is involved .in

this kind of learning situation. it may become clearer why p(ople benefitted from additiohal

information on how to issue commands but "did not benefit from additional conceptual
..r

;information.
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Kinds of learning 4ituations b
44

t
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A learning situation typically involves three 'things: a learner, some means. of instruction

(for our purposes, an instructional text), and a task or fob that the learner. ultimately wants.
(

to do. In order to distinguish different kinds of learning situations, it is useful to think

a ut how much, the learner . must depend on _ihe text in. order to do the task. LetN

c icier a few typical instructional texts:

Instructions for assembling a bicycle or setting the date on A3 digital watch. -

Cookbook recipes. directions for knitting a sweater.
,

Manuals for using a computer program or operating system.

Textbooks /intelligent tutoring systems about math. writing, physic's or computer

At

The items on this list are arranged in order from most to least learner dependence of

the text. Consider the first situation. If you're reading instrctions ,for putting together a

kid'S bicycle. you've got all the partS right in the caton. there s only one thing you can

make out :of those parts and there's only one right way to put the parts together (not

counting minor vayatlo-ns .1-dfadjusting the seat and 'pedals, attaching optional training

wheels, etc..)., You accomplish the task by reading a step in the instructions and then

immediately .carrying it There's no need to "master" the instructions: you don't need

programming.

to remember them once bike is put together, you don't expect them to help you-accomplish

any other task. Since you can go back and forth from the instructions to the task, you

don't even need to hbl the 'Current step in memory very long: So, in this situation the

19rner is, very depende t on the text. The learner consults the text at every point claYing
.

Performance of the task and expedts to use: the instructions every time the task arises. but

not at any other times.

, Because of this dependence. instrUctions, can Consist almost exclusively of procedural
7

information: the list ,steps to be carried out in stquence. Conceptual information, can be

omitted altogether. as long as the assumptions of, the situation are Maintained This is the

result that 'Sqth. and Goodman (1982) obtained when they studied people learning to put

together sirriple. flashlight circuits. They found that adding conceptual informatiOn abolit the

component parts of a circuit (e.g;. a circuit consists of a battery, a switch and a light) or

*information about how a circuit works (e.g., how electricity flows through it to light the bulb).

j
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didn't help people assemble the circuit more efficiently. However; 'when these 'same people

were later asked to diagnose what Was wrong with a faulty circuit /those who had learned

how a circuit works Ad the best job. They also did a better jotl..at reassembling the circuit

from. memory, though this advantage was, not significant. The point is that asking people to

apply what the know or to work from memory departs -froM the assurtiptions of this type of
,

learning situation, so other' types of information may become. important to have.

.

'Contrast the assembly type of situation with the situation we have been talking most

about: learning to use a computer system. The biggest difference is the relationship

betWeen ale information in the xt and what the learner wants to acComplish. In :the

bicycle situation.. you want to put a' bicycle together and that's exactly what the instructions

tell you how to. do. ' In the computer situation. the procedures you learn about are a means-
.,

to a more distantly removed end. You turn to a rrka nua I because you want be able to write

letters or analyz%. data .or plan a budget on the computer. .* The manual doesn't talk about

how to write a letter: it talks about how to

cursor and how to save the file.

4,

start a 'Me, how to enter text, how to move )the

.

The instructi.onal text. then., is teaching general procedures that you can apply over and

over again as part of a whole r4nge of tasks. The goal is to work independently of. the

text When you know how to, use a- computer operating system or a text editor. for

example, you have learned the most common commands and procedures so welt that you

use them at the appropriate time a-nost without. thinking about them.

The features of this learning .situaion zhaVe some importAnt consequences for what the

instructional text can lbok liRe. For example, the, prOcedural information can't...be as specific

as in the assembly situation. The assembly instructions fOr a bicycled can rdfer .directly to

th'e parts you will wor.. with, such as "insert the. fron't wheel assembly s4vocket info. the

lateral widget." The writer of a computer manual has much. less- 'certainty about what you

are' working with or what you want to accomplish' So computer manuals contain procedural
.11

information in he. form of abstract rules that can cove, large number- Of situaetiorA. As

the user, yoU have to figure out how to apply the rule c rrectly tg your. particular task. The

only way for the manual to be specific is 'to sUppl a hypothetical example or other

elaborations about how the rule works.

The amount and type of procedural information needed in the bicycle assembly type of
0

1i we.
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situation is quite different from that needed in a computer manual. SO we cannot conclude

that certain types of 'information always, need a certain level Of detail.

Conclusion .

The goal of this talk was to explore decisions about the content of\Ninstructional texts:

what to say and how much to say. First, we contrasted two overly s of this

In one view, instructional texts for novices should be completely 'eXpli it nd detailed.

In the other, instructional texts should contain, nothing but the bare minimum' of information.

We argued. that the problem is more Obmplex than a simple dichotomy be een long and

short. There are two important dimensions that must' be considered: (1) what kind of

information -the xt must contain and (2) what 'kind bf learning situation it. will be . used in.

When both of hese dimensions are taken fully into account, we may realize the goal of

creating the shortest possible instructional text that also teaches skill most effectively.

12
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Notes'

' For. a 'more. recent statwent of a similar position, see Price (1984).
v

1
, .

'''41-it 2The _difference between the manuals arose in how efficiently subjects worked. Subjects

completed abbot the same number of tasks with either manual. We take this W mean that
J

both manuals were adeqbate, for learning the necessary information, but the elaborations

M

made the information easier to use efficiently

.'It is worth emphasizing that Carroll was very selective and very deliberate about what

information to leave out of hiS' minimal manual.'.° Carroll's "missing information" is therefore

quite different from the all too common blunder made. in many commercial computer

manuals of blithely' or inadvertently leaving out crucial steps. The major danger in Carroll's

approach. is that other. less careful writers might conclude that they have carte Illanche to

"Slash verbiage" at will because people "learn better from shorter manuals." The fact that

Carroll is not as indiscriminate as this in practice is an important one, and one that we will

return to shortly.

:IR should be pointed. out that Carroll made other.. chari2jts;t01/1trmanual in ackiition to

making it shorter.: he clarEfie.d the terminology and organized the discussion around typipal

situations for. users It is therefore. uncertain how much of the superiOrity of the shorter

version is due to length and how much to these other changes.

5Charney's dissertation ,focusses.on how to draw this distinction .reliably. It could be that

le reader's purpose in reading a text is the sole determinant of whether a given piece of

information should be elaborated or not. On the other hand, 'it could be that there are

some .identifiable types of information, some of which should alwayseCeive detailed.

treatment regardless of the reader's immehiate purpose

f'Reder (198) discusSes the. cost to the learner of having to read irrelevant elaborations

in textpookS. Irrelevancies distract the reader's attention away from the important information

and make the important information harder to recall.

/It is interesting to note that the benefit derived from the funtional elaborations -- how

the circuit worked. rather than from the structural elaborations -- how. the parts related to

each, other. The benefit derived from certain typti .of conceptual understanding, not from

conceptual information per se.

14



Figure 1

Sarrfp les. of four types of elabor6tion
I\

Meta-statement

ELABORATED

Since the computer has two disk drivel
which can each contain a diskette, .you
must specify whether the file you want
is in drive A or' drive B when you
give theicomputer a command. If your
commedd doesn't specify which drive
contains the file, the computer
automatically assumes that it can find .
the file in the "default" drive. The
next section explains' what the "default
drive" is, and how to'tell the computer
to look on a different drive if
necessary.

Definition

ELABORATED

The B:, ("B-colon") in the command
stands for the right-hand disk drive.
The colon signals the computer that
the letter or word preceding it is a
"device" rather than the name of a .

command or. file. Devices are pieces
of. computer hardware, $uCh as disk
drives, a . printer or even the keyboard.
After you enter the command, the B>
prompt will ,appear do the screen.
From now on the computer will
automatically look for files on drive B.

15
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UNELABORATED

Since the computer has two disk
drives which can each Contain a
diskepe, you must specify
whether the file you want is In drive
A or drive B when you give the
computer a command. If your
command doesn't specify which
drive contains the file, the
computer automatically assumes
that it can find the file in
the "default" ave. .

-UNELABORATED\

The g: the command stands for
the. right and disk drive. From
now on, trfe B> prompt appears on
the screen and the computer will
automatically look for files on
drive B.



Figure 1, continued

Analogy

ELABORATED

When you give the computer a command
concerning a file, such as TYPE, ERASE
or COPY, 94 computer lodks for the
file on -a ."diskette." A diskette, also
known as a "floppy disk," is similar
to a small, flexible phonograph record
record, except that instead of storing
sounds, it contains information which
the computer can read, add to or ,delete.,
All the files you create on the computer
are stored on diskettes. So, in order
to work on your files. you must insert
the diskette that contains them into
the computer. You insert i'diskette
into ne of the two "disk drives" .on .
the fr t of the computer. cabinet. The
drive o the left is called drive A,
and the ne on the Wright is drive B.

p

A L.

UNELABORATED

When you give the computer a
command concerning a file, such as
TYPE, ERASE or COPY, thecomputer
looks for the file on a "diskette." -

To use a diskette, you insert it Into
one. of the two "disk drives" on the
front of the computer cabinet.'
The drive on the left is called
drive A, and the one on the right
is drive B.

16,



Figure 1, continued.

a

Example
8

The elaborated and unelaborated versions
are for the most part identical except for

the addition of the example (italicized here)

Using COPY to Combine. Files

You can use COPY to .combine files, appending a copy of one file to the end of another
file.

FORMAT

The format of the command is:

COPY (Loc & name first file + next file + ...] (Loc & name combined file.)

& name first file + next file...) refers to a list of the files you want to "add" together.
The names of the files are typed with plus ( +) signs between them. You need to specify
location information for each filename in the liSt in the usual way, with drive and path
specifications. When several filenames are listed in this manner, .thp COPY command
results in a new file in which the contents of the first file on the list appear first, followed
by the contents of the second file' then the contents of the third file and so on So -be
sure that the files in the list appear ip. the order in which you Want them combined.

[Combined file) refers to the .new file that will contain the combined files; what you want to
call this file, and where in the directory structure you want it to. go. . Specify the loCation
in terms of a drive and a path to a directory as vsuai. Type the name you would like to
give the file at the end of the path. A.

For example; suppose you write.a report in sections, with each section in a
separate file. You want to format and print the report as one file,- so you
combine the sections into one file. The following command takes three
files,.INTRO.MSS,. BODY.MSS, and CONCL.MSS and combines them into a new file
called REPORT:

A> COPY B:INTRO.MSS + B.BODY:MSS + B:CONCL.MSS REPOT' <ENTER>

The combined file, REPORT will consist of the introduction, the body and the
conclusion.

11
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Figure 2

Instructions for Tasks on the IBM-PC

These task will allow you to practice using the concepts lot, learned from the 'manual.
You may work on these tasks in any, order.. Continye working until you are. satisfied.. that
you have completed the tasks to the best of your abilities.. We want you, however, to work
as efficiently as possible.

,.

-a

Task 1. Before you, in drive A. is a diskette, containing a. number of files. Sole. of
these files have the word "PART" in their names, such as file "PART.1." We want you
to change the names of these files, The new name that you' should give each file,
appears as the firbt line of that file. SQ, inspect the contents of each .file that now has
"PART" in its name and give the file the name that you find on the first line of the tile.

Task 2. Four oVhe files on the diskette have the word "DATA" In their names. and the
abbreviation of a month in their extension, such as DATA.MAR. We want you to create a

h data file named ALLDATA.83 that contains tthe contents of the other four data files
ap ended together. Within ALLDATA.83, the files should appear in "chronological" order:

t is, the contents of DATA.MAR should precede the contents of DATA.JUN because
M ch is earlier in the year that June.

. .

Task 3. 'Next, you should create. two subdirectorles, on , the- diskette in drive B. One
subdirectory is to be named PROGRAMS and the other named DATA. I4ove all tlie files
that have the word "Program" in their names from drive A into the PRO6RMAS directOry
on drive B. And, similarly, move the ".Data" files (including ALLDATA.83. from Task 2, if

you have already created it), into the DATA directory. You do not want any Program or
Data files to remain on the diskette in drive A.

Task_ 4 Finally, you should eliminate the SOURCE directbry and everything it contains from
the root directory of the diskett9 in drive 4. The root directory o drive A should now
contain only a list of files.

Your task is complete!
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Figure 3

The Role'of Author provided ElaboratiOns
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